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June 2005

You wanted a GREAT RATE at a nice
hotel.... you have it!!!
A.T.C.A.
B U T
Louisville Show
The 2005 ballot for the election of
officers will be in the July newsletter.

JUNE 28 is the

last day to make a reservation at the guaranteed rate of $69 at
the Executive West Hotel in Louisville, KY for the 2005
ATCA show.
Send your registration to

ATCA
P.O. Box 910
New Castle, IN 47362
Registration fee for member: $25
Spouse: no charge
Tables: $23 each
Guest: $15
What is the registration and table money used for? It is
used to pay for the set-up room and the tables we must
rent.

The 2005 SUMMER Show will be
held on

July 29-30, 2005
Executive West Hotel
Louisville, KY
Phone Stampede
begins at
8 AM Friday morning

Rooms are only $69 plus tax
Call 1-800-626-2708 for reservation
Contact John Huckeby at
Louisvilleshow@atcaonline.com
for information

Send all ads to: ATCA, PO Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362 OR editor@atcaonline.com OR j.huckeby@insightbb.com

NEW MEMBERS

Signs of the Past

Russell Priddy, No. 4195
2693 N. Mountain View Ave
San Bernardino, CA 92405-3529
909-881-2235
Claudia Semplenski, No. 4196
10140 SW Third St.
Plantation, FL 33324
954-472-3159
Stephen Perry, No. 4197
314 E. Las Flores Ave
Arcadia, CA 91006
626-447-6381
Robert Flinn, No. 4198
85 Melissa Dr
Stockbridge, GA 30281
770-474-3395

Mark Redmond #875 1-800-726-4464 in USA or email curhistpub@aol.com and
visit telephonesigns.com Always ready to help with your sign questions.

David Zeller, No. 810
George Anderson, No. 2655 3905 Flamewood Lane
not No. 3952
Hollywood, FL 33021
Larry B. Chase
Tel # 718-961-2929
Don Nelson
Tel # 704-540-9443

Edward Protin, 1302
P.O. Box 318
Milforc, DE 19963
302-424-2441

Louisville, KY July 29-30
JUNE 2005

James Bowden, Jr., 2968
22605 E. Trap Pond Rd
Georgetown, DE 19947
302-856-6606
Alan D. Lubin, No. 337
8845 Duncan Road
San Diego, Ca 92126

Dan Beach, No. 2791
zip should be 32835
phone should be 407-295-9696
Pete D’Acosta # 3829
2 Champioins Court
Wichita Fallls, TX 76302
940-767-8787
Victor C. Stanson, No. 3298
482 Vista Drive
Gahanna, Ohio 43230-5916
614 582 2607

Executive West Hotel

Visit the ATCA website at

Paul Mirts
new area code 432

Bill Muehleisen, No. 3865
3361 Kickinghorse Dr.
Lake Havasu City, AZ 86404

RENEWALS

858-536-9295

CHANGES AND CORRECTIONS:
Odis LeVrier
new area code 325

Gerald Ashie, No.
4046 Center Rd.
Brunswick, OH 44212
330-225-8904

www.atcaonline.com

W

ell by now we have all hit the flea markets and have found lots of great
stuff. If you are going to collect signs you might as well start at the
beginning. This is the first bell sign.
It was made in England around 1889 and imported to the United States. It is
about 18 by 18 and is a flange. It has made in England printed on it with a New York
city address.
Design wise this sign is pretty basic but that does not stop it from being one
of the most sought after by collectors. These signs do not show up very often and
when they do, they go pretty quick. Do not mistake this sign with the similar sign
that says local long distance. That sign which is still an early sign is a lot more
common.
Happy Hunting. Mark Redmond #875 C/O Current History 4225 Main Street
Philadelphia, Pa 19127 curhistpub@aol.com visit my site telephonesigns.com

Kirk Shuttleworth, No. 4199
2140 Inner Cass Circle
Sarasota, FL 34231
941-922-0860

1-800-626-2708 Only $69 plus tax
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Garys “Go-Withs” By Gary Goff, #1425

T

he title of my articles, “Go-Withs,” is a rather broad way to describe a group
of items that have some relationship to telephones. My intention in so naming
the items that I describe and picture was and is to avoid those items that directly
attach to phones but which complement their use. I and others have written about
attachments but there are many other items that make it easier or more practical to
use the telephone.
The item this month falls into the practical application arena. I bought this
little sign several years ago and it was hanging on a deskstand just as you see it in one
of the accompanying photos. I suspect that it may not have been designed to hang on
the phone, but perhaps along side, but the size and markings on the back suggest that
it may have hung on a variety of phone instruments and perhaps removed each and
every time the phone was used. It may also have hung on the wall or on a stand or
other surface near the phone instrument.
The sign is 4" wide and 3" high and 5/16th” thick. The glass has ground
“pinch” depressions on all sides. The glass is a royal blue on the backside and gold
leaf shows through the clear, reverse lettering. The little chain is original as is the
entire item and I suspect it was manufactured by the same type of company that
made the old license holders for barbers and beauticians, those heavy, ornate glass
signs that generally bore the first name of the licensee. The latter were generally
back-painted in black with silver lettering. A metal frame covers the back and edges
of this type of sign. I suspect the sign was used in the twenties and thirties, even later
perhaps.
This little 5 Cent Phone Call sign is a real beauty and very unique. It was no
doubt used in a fancy public location like a hotel or restaurant. I have included four
photos for a complete view.

ATCA
LOUISVILLE
SHOW

July 29-30
Don’t forget to get
your hotel registration before June 28. The number
is 1-800-626-2708. The
rooms are only $69 plus tax.

Telephone Collectors International Spring Show
Lancaster, Pennsylvania
Contact Paul Wills for more info:
June 17-19, 2005

showhost@cedarknolltelephone.com

JUNE 2005

11th Annual Telephone
Collectors International
Labor Day Show
September 3-4
2005
For information contact

Ray Kotke
Ray K. [katke@VOYAGER.NET]
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“Larry Wolff’s article covers the Bell System’s transition from the dial deskstand with separate receiver and transmitter to
the “B Handset Mounting” with the E1 handset (a deskset), a change not well documented until now.”..Gary Goff

The Type A Handset
By Lawrence Wolff, DDS
Introduction

T

his article is entitled “The Type A Handset” but perhaps it
would have been more accurate to title it the 1924 Bell
System Handset Beta Test (See Photo C). When the Bell System
put into service 490 Type A Handsets in New York City on or about
September 24th, 1924, most went out into dial service. New York, being
one of the largest markets for telephone service, made it likely that the
telephones in service were in local service in areas with multiple central
offices. First, allow me to better explain what we are discussing in this
article. I am concentrating on the working parts of the telephone. When
the Bell System put the handsets into service, they obviously had to
also put into service the handset mountings (eg. A1 Handset Mounting),
associated dials, subsets, cords and bridging straps necessary to hook
everything together (See Photo A). Even though the actual telephone
body is important, it is just the unit that contains the switch hook, holds
the dial and allows the handset to hang in the proper orientation while
at rest. Over a period of 45 years, the telephone technology had the
greatest degree of improvement in the handset design. Electrically, other
than slight wiring upgrades in the dial leaf spring assemblies, the A1 is
the same as the H1. The H1 is just more compact and has a better
handset. Yes, the dial is quieter – but, We don’t really like that anymore!
Although the bodies were changed cosmetically over the years, they all
performed the same job.

JUNE 2005
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standard for the relationship of the dial to the handset as these
were the first handsets put into consumer service and the standard
was yet to be established.
Even though the dial leaf spring assemblies have
become fairly standardized from the 2 series through the 6 series
dials, the early dial schematics of the 2E, F and G dials have still
carried over to the later 5E, 5F and 5L dials. Perhaps these first
handset dials were not ideally suitable for that class of service,
but there must have been something that made this type of dial
switching acceptable to the Bell System for a number of purposes.
If these early E, F, and G dials were not acceptable for handset
use, then you would not find the 5E, 5F and 5L dials in existence
as these dials were
made de novo and
were not simply
candlestick
conversions.

Next, The Handset
First, The Dial
After I wrote the first edition of my book over ten years
ago, there was a missing piece to the puzzle: the color coding of
the handset did not match the color coding of the early handset
dial. I knew that the dial used on the group of 490 telephones
was a transitional dial. It could have been the 2E, 2F or the 2G
dial (See Photo E). The first handset dials were upright desk
stand dials (such as a 2A dial) that were modified by adding a
makeshift terminal that became the relocated “W” terminal (See
Photo G). This terminal was insulated from and mounted to the
dial case with two bronze machine screws. The other terminal
markings were stamped differently from those on the upright
desk stand dials. This new handset dial differed little from the
candlestick dial. The only significant difference was the
separation of the transmitter shorting contact entirely from the
pulse contacts on the handset dial. On the later production dials
such as the 2H, the entire leaf spring assembly was remade to
allow for all 5 terminals to be self contained on that assembly so
that the leaf spring assembly could be removed or replaced as a
single unit, as it was on all of the earlier dials on the upright
desk stands. The 2E, 2F and 2G dials were interim or transitional
dials and were hand made or hand modified. The 2E was
designated as a CO dial and the 2F had a quick release fingerstop
as was found on switchboard dials. The 2G dial was designated
as a “station dial” and preceded the 2H dials that were
manufactured a few years later both temporally as well as
alphabetically.
Electrically, the early 2E, F and G dials and the later
2H dials had five terminals running to five contacts (as the
transmitter shorting contact is bridged to the pulse contact on
the H dials). The electrical switching of the transmitter and
receiver on the early handset dials did not perform to the eventual
Bell System standard. Please remember, however, there was no
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Some very
knowledgeable
collectors have
indicated that the
transitional handset
dial was not properly wired or marked to be a handset dial. I
agree with this contention completely. When the dial handset
desk telephones were put into service they were done so
experimentally. Hence, the information did not appear in the
Bell System Practices (BSP) as this was a test and not yet a statute.
It was no different than the situation with the 5, 6 and 7 digit
“White” transmitters not appearing in BSPs or in a Western
Electric Catalog. The puzzle was the leaf spring terminal
stampings found on the under surface of the transitional dials.
There was a “GN” stamped in the red or “R” position on the
later 2H dials. The major argument from some collectors is that
this “GN” terminal did not correspond to the red wire on the
handset cord or the “R” terminal on the handset.
When the Bell System placed the first station handsets
into service in New York, everything was still in transmitter and
receiver color-coding and schematics. The first handsets were
accordingly marked with the early color-coding and there was
no red wire running from the handset to the telephone base.
Instead, the Type A handset used the same color-coding that was
used on the previous standardized equipment. The color codes
of the handset cord and handset terminals were green, white and
black. Since the handset cords were also in transition from the
candlestick transmitter/receiver cords and the color of the leads
corresponded to the earlier wiring diagrams, the green lead of
the Type A Handset (which was the common for the transmitter
and receiver) later became the red lead of the E1 handset.
Therefore, the green terminal of the first handset dial became
the red terminal of the 2H dial. The Green or Red terminals run
to the toggle leaf on
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the leaf spring assembly. This leaf both shorts the transmitter and
opens the receiver. This was a transitional period and the Bell
System was in the process of testing and defining handset service..
Now we have the missing link. The “R” contact on the “E1”
handset superceded the “GN” contact on the earlier prototype Type
A handset (See Photo F). This demonstrates the color-coding
confluence from the handset to the handset cord to the dial.
The Type A handset is a historically significant piece of
equipment. The receiver element is a single coil without a
permanent magnet. The diaphragm is the same diameter as the
E1 receiver element and the receiver cap had the sound holes drilled
in the pattern of a star, similar to the star on the Bakelite transmitter
mouthpieces from the upright desk stand “White” transmitter. The
handset has the same shape and dimensions as the Type E handset
(See Photo D). The transmitter is a more complicated and a more
costly design. This transmitter capsule that preceded the 395B
capsule was marked: “PROPERTY OF AMERICAN TEL & TEL
CO PAT. IN USA JAN 14, 1913 PAT APP’D FOR TYPE A 286.”
As the Type A Transmitter was a modification of a White
Transmitter, there is a setscrew in the backside that adjusts the
diaphragm pressure against the carbon granule chamber. The
retaining ring that both holds the mouthpiece to the handset and
acts as a spacer between the mouthpiece and handset was
constructed of Bakelite and had embedded into it a nickel plated
metal ring that was tapped for the three number 5 or 6 screws.
The screws were peened so that they could not be backed out and
lost in the field. There is an anti-rotation dovetail on the handset
that acted with the tongue on the spacer so that the transmitter
could be tightened and still keep the spacer in proper alignment
for positioning the mouthpiece. The center contact on the
transmitter was actually offset to so it could make contact with
the back of the solid transmitter housing but not interfere with the
position of the center screw on the back side of the transmitter
which was adjustable and might not be in a consistent position
from one handset transmitter to the next. The housing, on the
other hand, did not change in position from handset to handset.
An E1 handset wrench worked well removing the transmitter
capsule by engaging the spanner notches that were designed into
the alloy casting from which the transmitter capsule was made.
The Type A handset functioned electrically like the Type
E1 handset. Even though the common lead that connected the
transmitter to the receiver was attached to the transmitter capsule
body via the threads cast into the handset handle, the route by
which the transmitter made contact with the receiver was more
tortuous in the Type A Handset. When I noted that the top receiver
retaining screw was bridged to the right receiver capsule retaining
screw by a strap in the receiver capsule, I suspected that there
were three wires running through the handset. At this point, I XRayed the handles of the Type A Handset and the Type E1A
Handset. Just as I suspected, the Type A Handset had three wires
running through it and the Type E1A Handset had only two. So,
the electrical contact between the transmitter capsule retaining
threads made contact with the common receiver contact under the
transmitter in the Type E1A handset, whereas, the outer transmitter
contact simply had a heavy wire attached to it and ran up to the
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middle or top receiver retaining screw on the Type A Handset and
the circuit ended at that point. If not for the bridge within the
receiver capsule, there would be no connection between the body
of the transmitter and the common wire in the handset cord. So,
why did Western Electric rely on the receiver capsule to bridge
the outer common contact on the transmitter of the Type A
Handset? We might never know the answer to that question. One
theory for this more complicated talk path might be to allow for
the installation of other components (such as a capacitor) in either
series or parallel connection with the receiver element. The
receiver capsule, having more room to work in, would be a logical
choice for this wiring experimentation. When the newly designed
395B barrier button transmitter of the Type E1A handset was first
produced, there was plenty of room for additional components
within the body of the transmitter capsule. Then, soon after the
release, the space was partially filled by a capacitor that became a
permanent addition to the E1 transmitter.
The E1 as well as other transitional handsets in the lineage
had more unsupported Bakelite parts that, obviously, cost far less
to manufacture than any Bakelite parts with embedded metal parts.
The receiver cap was the only solid Bakelite part of the Type A
Handset. The number “242” was hand scribed into the rear of the
receiver capsule that is held onto the handset by three screws.
That number might have been the serial number of the capsule
rather than it’s model number. The screws complete the circuit
by bridging the circuit from the receiver contacts to the nuts wired
and embedded into the actual handset. Although there are three
screws and three contacts, electrically there are only two actual
receiver contacts. The third and top nut had an embedded wire
running from the outer transmitter contact and ending up as the
green handset contact. As with the transmitter, there is a dovetail
in the handset that corresponds to the tongue in the receiver capsule
for the purpose of centering the element. This is more important,
electrically for the receiver as it puts the electromagnet into proper
flux alignment with the transmitter.
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Lastly, The Missing Link is No More
In conclusion, the Bell System went through the natural
progression from transmitter/receiver desk and wall telephones
to handset telephones. Many manufacturers throughout the world
had already commenced in the use of handset telephones. Some
manufacturers, such as L.M. Ericsson did so prior to the turn of
the century. When Bell introduced their handset desk telephones,
the “beta test” models were modified from the former upright desk
stands that we know as “Candlesticks.” The A1 body looks like a

cut off candlestick. The E, F and G dials are modified candlestick
dials and the handsets have receiver elements that look like a
candlestick receiver that had its large permanent magnet cutoff
and the diameter of the diaphragm reduced. The transmitter
element has the features of the “White” solid back transmitter,
including an adjustment screw for the carbon chamber contact
pressure. The transitional handset telephones had their own color
coding for dial, transmitter and receiver cording. This color coding
was changed when the final production handset telephones were
put into subscriber service.
The transitional “Beta Test” telephone consisted of the
marked Drawing number D76869 telephone body (A1), a Type
A, B, etc. handset as described earlier in this text and a Type “G”
dial. The handset cord had Black, White and Green textile
internals. The Type A, B, etc. handset was replaced by the Type E
handset handle with the drawing number D85837. This handset
had a drawing number D85835 transmitter and a drawing number
D85836 receiver. When the production set, the B1 handset
mounting (See Photo B), was put into service, the E1 handset was
in full production. The E1 handset (and subsequent dial color
coding) cord had textile internals that were Black, White and Red.
Hence, we now have the transition of the green handset terminal,
green handset cord textile internal and green dial terminal changing
to red.

ADVERTISEMENTS
JERRY MORAN, No. 4093
30 Kingwood Rd.
Oakland, CA 94619
Tel: (510) 530-9342
E-Mail: nmi@flash.net
Website: http://www.nmitraining.com
FOR SALE
TELECOM 101 VIDEO In Four Parts:
• A twenty-five minute narrated tour through the
Roseville Telephone Museum, one of the finest Telco
museums in the country!
• A thirty-five minute tour through the local loop.
Starting in the power room of a central office, you
see: the ESS switch, mainframe, cable vault,
manhole, cross connect box, aerial and buried
terminals, and the denmark. We go into a Controlled
Environment Vault and see a remote switch and a
DSLAM *DSL Access Multiplexer). We visit some
wireless sites and the mobile switching office (MSO)
including a site camouflaged as a pine tree.
• A nine-minute video from Corning on the
manufacture and use of fiber. On a CD.
• A humorous look at an experimental “pole farm.” A
company at a secret location is growing utility poles
that are ready to use as soon as harvested. They grow
without leaves, bark or branches! Seven minutes.
Normally - $79.95 plus $6.95 S & H
ATCA Members - $40.00 plus S & H
JOHN DRESSER ATCA #406
22584 Veronica Dr.
Salinas, Calif 93908
831-484-1961
fjdress@pacbell.net
WANTED
Glass front top boxes. Top boxes with burled wood
front door. American Electric fiddle back and early
single box set.
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DAVID KUNS #4030
P.O. Box 1852
Chino Valley, AZ. 86323
928-636-1588
koonzee@commspeed.net
WANTED
Coil for North P/B (7/8" x 3 3/4" will send pic if
needed). Coil & nickel retaining clip for SC oilcan.
Three leg bottom cover mount for SC oilcan that
mounts inside base to bottom of shaft. Cast SC oilcan
base.
Original half-moon shaped terminal strip &
grommet for WE #10.
Keystone receiver.
Keystone number card holder-transmitter mount.
Original green silk WE OST receiver cord. Number
card holder for WE bulldog trans.

SELMER R. LOWE JR.
490 Bank Dr.
Fall Branch, TN 37656
Tel: 423-348-6494
E-Mail: selmerlowejr@aol.com
INFORMATION WANTED
Need Information on this Kellogg Switchboard.

Congratulations go out to Cloyd Carter, ATCA member
#34. Cloyd turned 90 on 5/14/05. He is a W.W.II
veteran who fought in the Battle of The Bulge. He is
also the recipient of two Purple Hearts.

MIKE DAVIS #2022
30 Ring Lane
Levittown, NY 11756-2623
Phone (516) 735-9765
Email mvtel@optonline.net
Web site, www.geocities.com/mikesvintagetelephone
WANTED
WE type 85 Fiddleback Old payphones and parts.
Gray 50A pay phone, it is an early 3 slot payphone
with no dial and brass name plate above the vault door.
5 cent coin collectors and parts, anything unusual!
Western Electric touch tone 3 slot payphones.
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KEN CHASE #2633
P.O. Box 1745
Wolfeboro, NH 03894
(603)-569-5808
kenandtina@metrocast.net
SALE
Toner/ probe with Belt clip/ case, made by Aines MFG,
used gently, work fine, case looks new. $45.00. Pemier
77M toner, with tri color LED for real easy line checking,
work fine $14.00.
Teltone T19, touch tone dial
intercom unit, works fine $15.00. NOS WE low volt
buzzers, with volume controls, $4.00 each or buy 10 for
$25.00.
NOS WE 66E block $7.00.
Used but
good 66M150 blocks with brackets, $2.00 each. NT
2564 desk sets, NIB beige. perfect condition, $25.00.
All 4 for $90.00, and get shipping included!
Hybrid
2564, NT plastics with ITT base. Tested $15.00. ITT
ITT 564
led 636E, keys NOS $4.00 (2) available.
base cords $5.00 (2) available.
WE line designation window for 2565 and some newer
565 sets, NOS $2.00.
ITT designation window, for
ITT sets, only, will not fit anyother set NOS $1.00.
Number card desi window for 2500 sets, WE, 3 for 50
cents. Western Electric 24G fuses, NOS 10 pack $4.00.
WE 24F fuses, NOS 10 pack $3.50.
51A
lamps,removed from NOS equipment, all tested, bag of
10 $5.00. WE KS-15900 L1 “tall” interrupters, tested
working fine $3.00.
WE KS-19175 L1 “short”
interrupters, tested fine $5.00.
Western electric 28D
power unit. Works fine, all fuses included, $25.00.
Bag of (135) UY splice connectors $3.50.
Bunch of
1A2 line cards, most are Westerns, one thing or another
is not working on them, if you want them fro parts they
are yours. Just pay cheapest shipping charges.
Amphenol, 25 pair champ ends, NOS female’s $3.00.
All plus shipping.
MARK TREUTELAAR MEMBER# 4046
414 744 1255 email
emberridge@yahoo.com
WANTED
Automatic Electric metal candlestick base and cover
needed Also looking for a A.E. 34 and 1A Looking
for Wesytern Electric.
Looking to buy Western
Electric 653 and 553 wall model telephones with
candlestick recievers (Hotel phones )
STEVE GODDARD
email: sygodd@webtv.net
Phone: 978 297-4104
WANTED
WE G3 pink hardwired handset with cord, not faded.
STEVE HILSZ
PO Box 429
Salome, AZ 85348
928-859-3595
jydsk@tds.net
FOR SALE
Complete and tested E-1 handsets (no cords) for your
#202, with slight chips or hairline cracks on the rim of
the mouthpiece, no other defects. You can use Ray
Kotke’s replacement mouthpieces to make a very nice
handset. Only $20 each plus shipping. Tested 557B
receiver elements for your E-1 handsets for $2.50 each,
replace that low volume element today. Tested F-1
transmitter elements just $1.25 each. Convert “bullet”
transmitters with a 625A holder, F-1 element, and screen
for $5.00/kit. Dials repaired, all types, $6 each plus
major parts. Price includes cleaning, lubrication,
burnishing of contacts, and adjustment of speed and per
cent break. Shipping extra.
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WALT AYDELOTTE
11 Hunters Ridge Drive
Pennington, NJ 08534-3910
Phone: 609-818-1698
Email: waydelotte@earthlink.net
Web Site: www.waltsantiques.com
WANTED
1. Western Electric ROLLED CONDENSER.
It measures 5/8" thick x 4 3/4" wide x 8 5/8" long. It
usually has a paper label on it marked “Form 490A
Western Electric Rolled Condenser”. It is stamped in
the metal: Western Electric Company Patented January
19, 1897. It was used in many of the wall phones early
in the 20th Century. I need this to complete a Type 88
Fiddleback that I am restoring. I will purchase outright
or trade to your advantage. Please look in your parts
troves and help me here.

2. American Cushman Receiver. I need an American
Cushman Outside Terminal Receiver to completge the
restoration of a 3-Box American Cushman set. It has a
different shape from most early Receivers and is fairly
easy to identify. Normally the Cap is lettered with the
American Cushman name. I will purchase outright or
trade to your advantage. Please look in your goody
boxes and help me out here.

GORDON RICHARDSON #3175
P.O. Box 1770
Lapine, OR 97739
(541) 433-2421
WANTED
ACME cup & face plate. Need bottom plate for W.E.
102.
ED HIMMELWRIGHT #3137
1166 Fishing Ck. Rd.
Millhall, PA 17751
570-726-6695
FOR SALE
NOS AE 90 Wall Phone cover’s only. Colors: yellow,
red, sea green & beige. $12.00 each + shipping NOS
AE 80 Desk Phone cover’s only. Colors: black. $10.00
each + shipping. NOS in original boxes: S.C. 2220
TTone Blue Kits $15.00 + shipping. Itt 20030 Rotary
Turq. kits $12.00 + shipping. Itt 2500 Pink $15.00 +
shipping. Itt 2500 blue $12.00 + shipping.

RICHARD MARSH
Chicago Old Telephone Co.
800-843-1320
marsh45@earthlink.net
pay-pay, AMX, Visa, MC, MO
FOR SALE
Straight line ringers as used in 500, 2500 and many other
sets. Good condition. Prices + Shipping 10 $20.00
25 $37.50 50 $62.60 100 $95.00 500 $395.00.
As above NEW & NOS 4 wire & 2 wire. 10 $30.00
25 $62.50
50 $95.00. Coin boxes for 3 slot pay
NOS lids only
stations: NOS with lids $25.00
$15.00
USED with lids $15.00
USED no lids
$10.00
RON FRIZZELL #273
5526 Pacific Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68106-1639
402-551-9038
WANTED
Magneto with mounting holes 2” x 3 3/4” crank hole
height 3 3/4”. Marked American Electric magneto
with Mounting Holes 1 3/4” x 3” Crank Hole Height 2
1/2”. 2 Swedish American Receiver Magnets. Cast
Iron Transmitter Arm assembly with mounting Holes 2
1/2” x 4 1/8”.
FOR SALE
16” x 16” Flange A.T & T. Co. Local & Long Distance
Telephone. Round Flange 14” x 16 1/4” Blue Bell
Logo Porcelain Sign. W.E. Short Pony Receiver with
Top Exposed Terminals.
JERRY ASHIRE
4046 Center Rd.
Brunswick, Ohio 44212
Cell - 330-441-2461
Home - 330-225-8904
WANTED
Small Gray Pay Phones.
JOHN WILEY #1116
6642 E. Vanguard St.
Mesa, AZ 85215
(480) 924-7062
FOR SALE
KS-6486 metal phone booth card-holder 10 1/2 x 7
1/4” $25.00 176-A MDF wood block (used with early
1950 answering service) $10.00
Illinois Bell South
Suburban Directory binder with sleeve $30.00 285A Sub set Wooden Pat’d May 3, 1892 - 1907 6 1/2 x 9 x
4 $50.00 63 Wooden Bell box 6 x 5 1/4 x 6 1/2 $20.00
Wooden Bell Box 7 x 6 x 4 1/2 $20.00 ED-9047070-61 Wooden alarm box lamp and switch 3 x 6 1/2 x 4
1/2 $20.00
Phone booth directory light fixture
$100.00
Phone directory $2.00
Samp pad (red)
Bell System $20.00
1920 Crookston minn. Toll #8
switchboard pictures $10.00 each
Telenews
magazines $3.00 each
Illinois Bell Management
Development Center 3 ring notebook $15.00
Bell
System book $3.00
Underground cable sign metal
$5.00
Magazine pictures $5.00 each
Telephone
truck pictures $2.00 each
Metal W.E. tags $5.00
each
101M W.E. Glass tube (box only) $5.00
T26 Operator breast plate (NOS) $25.00
Illinois
history book $3.00
Bell telephone magazine $3.00
Telephone directory covers $1.00
Service pins
$10.00 each
309 & 310 plugs $5.00 each
310
jacks (new & used) $5.00 each
W.E. 42A block
(NOS) $5.00
KS-6320 orange stick $2.00
Belt
clip $2.00
66B4-3 punch on block (NOS) $5.00
H1A receiver date 2-14-52 w/box $5.00 Ace staple
remover $2.00
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